Contract/Freestyle & Elite Ice Effective June 8th, 2020
Please read through these guidelines carefully so that you understand how our programming
will be conducted. Rules & regulations have all changed for the health and safety of our
customers. During this time of shutdown our building was closed. We are now open but only at
a limited capacity. Many of our fixed costs, however, have remained the same. Because of this,
some of our pricing has increased. Thank you for your understanding on this issue.
1. Everyone entering the building must enter on the left side front doors and through the
thermal scanners to have their temperature read. If your temperature is above normal
you will not be allowed in the building.
2. Skaters may arrive 10 minutes before their session and must exit the building 10
minutes after their session has concluded for the day. No hanging out in the lobby or
rink area.
3. We are encouraging skaters to bring less to the rink. Only the essentials.
4. Masks must always be worn off the ice. While skating, skaters may remove their masks.
5. All skaters must preregister and pay for their ice before arriving at the arena. We will
not be excepting payment at the front desk during this time. Contract ice cards will be
provided for every skater so that they may scan their pass before each session.
Replacement cards will be $5.
6. You may pre-register and reserve your slots for the entire month of June. If you do so,
you will be charged regardless of your attendance. NO REFUNDS.
7. Skaters must check in for their ice time by scanning their card every 30-minute session.
8. While on the ice skaters are only allowed to bring a water bottle (must be filled up at
home because the rink water fountains are not operational), skate guards, and their
music. Nothing else will be allowed on the ice.
9. The players benches will not be open to skaters. They are reserved for coaches. Every
other piece of glass will be marked with an ‘X’. Skaters may use the area in front of that
specified piece of glass to set their things.
10. Skaters are to maintain their distance from other skaters both on and off the ice.
11. No parents or spectators during any of the sessions.
12. Ice costs will be as follows:
• $10 / 30 minute Drop In Session (10 Hour Punch Card $200)
• $20 / 60 minute Drop In Session (20 Hour Punch Card $380)
• $399 / Monthly Unlimited (June prorated if you purchased March 2020
Unlimited)
Thank you,
Rockne Brubaker – Skating Director

